Virus removal from factor IX by filtration: validation of the integrity test and effect of manufacturing process conditions.
Virus removal from a high purity factor IX, Replenine-VF, by filtration using a Planova 15N filter has been investigated. A wide range of relevant and model enveloped and non-enveloped viruses, of various sizes, were effectively removed by this procedure. Virus removal was confirmed to be effective when different batches of filter were challenged with poliovirus-1. It was confirmed that intentionally modified filters that failed the leakage test had completely lost the ability to remove virus, thus confirming that this test demonstrates gross filter failure. In the case of the more sensitive integrity test based on gold particle removal, it was found that a pre-wash step was not essential. Planova filters that had been modified by sodium hydroxide treatment to make them more permeable, and filters manufactured with varying pore-sizes over the range of 15-35 nm, were tested. The integrity test value that resulted in the removal of >4 log(10) of poliovirus-1 from the product correlated with that recommended by the filter manufacturer. Virus removal from the product was not influenced by filter load mass, flow-rate or pressure. These studies confirm the robustness of this filtration procedure and allow suitable process limits to be set for this manufacturing step.